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In 1960, with the foundation of the Accademia di Belle 
Arti di Lecce (Academy of Fine Arts of Lecce), Puglia 
was equipped with its first institute for higher artistic 
education. Since 1970, the Academy is based, in the 
former Dominican convent in via Libertini, adjacent 
to the seventeenth-century church of San Giovanni 
Battista, once part of the ancient architectural religious 
complex including the former Hospital of the Holy 
Spirit, today the headquarters of the Superintendence 
of Archaeology, Fine Arts and Landscape. These are 
two entities face each other, and both participate in the 
beauty of the urban stretch of the city’s historical centre 
and effectively constitute a district of the arts, together 
with the prestigious museums of the city.
The Academy of Fine Arts of Lecce offers artistic 
training based on techniques to learn traditional and 
contemporary lexicons, enriched with knowledge 
related to new technologies, which are now essential to 
access work.
The Academy’s main of the Institution is to enhance its 
students’ creative talent by adopting teaching strategies 
and research activities that can stimulate the individual 
expression and the design ability at the foundation 
of every artistic path. Thanks to an educational plan 
that is perfectly balanced didactic between practical 
disciplines, theory-practice and pure theory, students 
acquire the “know-how”, combined with a historical-
critical sensitivity, attaining a well-rounded, complete 
educational path. The Academy also maintains a network 
of relationships with companies in the sector, to set up 

internships and training courses useful for finding work, 
as well to promote the artistic production of young 
talents through exhibitions in public and private spaces.
Attention to employment prospects and the strong 
initiatives for institutional promotion characterize the 
Academy’s current governance, and is expressed fruitfully 
through a series of agreements with the most important 
actors in the area. This also confirms the quality of the 
educational path followed.
The students of the six schools – Decoration, Graphics, 
Painting, Artistic Design for Business, Sculpture and 
Scenography – can join the new Erasmus + mobility 
program 2021-2027, a precious opportunity for students 
to learn of and compare different realities and cultures 
and thus gain the cultural tools appropriate to the 
European context and to improve transparency and 
recognition of the qualifications obtained. About the 
student population, it is noteworthy that a large group of 
non-European members is enrolled, mostly from China, 
and who came to Italy through specific government-
level agreements.
The restyling of the Academy’s library, the digitization 
and the ongoing expansion of the courses offered 
illustrate the dynamic profile of this historic institution, 
which strives to invest in innovation and in dialogue with 
its surrounding area, in order to create opportunities for 
comparison and cultural development.

The Academy today
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Educational objectives
The School of Painting’s first-level academic diploma aims to provide students with 
artistic training directed towards acquiring pictorial languages and specific skills for 
individual expressive research. The course promotes experimentation with gradual 
techniques and forms of representation, including exercises with live models to study 
the human figure. Practical courses, theory-practice and theory are all included in the 
course of studies, and each contribute to the students’ individual artistic research, 
supported by historical and critical reflection. The course also includes teaching on 
traditional figurative culture and contemporary languages, mostly integrated with 
the use of the most commonly used technological tools. The School of Painting 
promotes periodic exhibition activities to enhance students’ artistic production and 
also seeks to provide adequate communication and management information skills. 
This is achieved by means of training in the use of IT tools, which can be applied 
both as expressive languages and as communication and interaction devices on 
different levels.

Modules
Year I - Painting1 | Painting techniques | Artistic Anatomy | Drawing for Painting |
History of art1 | Photography | Aesthetics | Fundamentals of computer science | 
English for the artistic communication. 
Year II - Painting2 | History of art2 | Artistic anatomy2 | Engraving techniques -
art graphics | History and methodology of art criticism | Performative techniques for
the arts | Didactics for the museum | Cultural anthropology. 
Year III  - Painting3 | History of art3 | Engraving techniques - art graphics |
Sociology of art | Restoration for painting | Elements of morphology and dynamics
of the form | Courses chosen by the student | workshop | seminars | internships. 
Total: 180 credits.

Three BA Department of Visual Arts PAINTING 
years
courses





courses
Educational objectives
The School of Sculpture’s first-level academic diploma seeks to provide students 
with skills in three-dimensional expression. This course of study, aimed at training 
artists and qualified professionals, is based on the acquisition of traditional 
sculptural techniques and experimentation with innovative languages, ranging 
from installations to specific and environmental site productions. Special attention 
is given to the shapes and materials of the surrounding area’s figurative art, 
interpreted as an inexhaustible creative resource, applying multiple expressive 
languages. Supporting the course’s practical activities, which are declined in several 
different educational paths, is a solid theoretical historical-critical approach to 
artistic research, which takes both tradition and innovation into consideration.
Workshops, seminars and participation in exhibition projects enhance and complete 
the course of study, which also provides students with the possibility of performing 
internships.

Modules
Year I - Sculpture1 | Artistic Anatomy1 | Drawing for sculpture | History of Art 1
| Aesthetics | Techniques for marble and semi-precious stones | Cultural Anthropology 
|Fundamentals of IT | English. 
Year II - Sculpture2 | Artistic Anatomy2 | History of Art2 | Marble techniques in urban 
and monumental sculpture | Graphic art engraving techniques | Pedagogy
and didactics of art | Mass-media theory and method.  
Year III - SSculpture3 | History of Art3 | Foundry techniques | History and methodology
of art criticism | Elements of architecture and urban planning | Modelling techniques
digital 3D | Elements of morphology and dynamics of form | Courses chosen by the
student | workshops | seminars | internships. Total: 180 credits.

SCULPTUREThree BA Department of Visual Arts
years





courses Educational objectives
The School of Contemporary Decoration’s first-level academic diploma provides 
students with mastery of artistic techniques and methods, as well as with specific 
design and expressive knowledge and methodologies for the use of tools and 
artistic practices, considering both traditional means and new technologies. From 
originally being a mere subsidiary discipline within architecture, in the nineteenth 
century the culture of decoration was revolutionized, thanks to the avant-garde 
artists, from Matisse to Klee, then giving rise to experiences such as the Bauhaus, and 
a privileged language to experiment with visual patterns and innovative materials. 
Contemporary decoration is a multidisciplinary opportunity to try out new artistic 
languages, envisaging cross-cutting teaching methods – including the execution 
of projects ranging from design to relational art, from bio art to street furniture, 
from fashion to video art, from performance to sound art, and to land art, as well 
as site-specific installations – and uses both traditional and digital contemporary 
expressive techniques. A solid historical-critical preparation and a good knowledge 
of current technology complete the three-year course of study. 

Modules
Year I - Decoration1 | Artistic anatomy | Drawing for decoration | History
of art1 | Ornamental plastic1 | Painting techniques | Pedagogy and didactics
of art | Fundamentals of computer science | English for artistic communication. 
Year II - Decoration2 | Artistic anatomy2 | History of art2 | Ornamental plastic 2
| Photography | Mosaic techniques | Elements of architecture and urban planning | 
Techniques of marble and semi-precious stones.
Year III - Decoration3 | History of art3 | Techniques of engraving-art graphics |
Sculpture | Elements of morphology and dynamics of form | Type of materials |
Courses chosen by the student | workshops | seminars | Internship. | Final test | Total
180 credits.

DECORATIONThree BA Department of Visual Arts
years





courses
Educational objectives
The School of Graphic Art’s first-level academic diploma provides specific training 
on graphic expressive techniques in all forms, from traditional art printing to 
contemporary digital skills. The three-year course aims to endow students with the 
means to produce original graphics works, imparting knowledge on and fostering 
experimentation with engraving techniques, applying both traditional and new 
contemporary methodologies.
Several supplementary courses and lectures help complete the course’s theoretical 
and practical exercises, orientating students towards the development and 
consolidation of individual expressive language while respecting cultural pluralism 
and enhancing technical and professional engraving, drawing and editorial 
composition skills. Students will learn how to autonomously design and set up the 
various phases of graphic projects and how to organize materials and equipment, 
as well as gain experience with printing techniques through laboratory experience. 
In addition, students will learn adequate skills and tools for communication and 
information management, in particular using relevant IT tools.

Modules 
Year I - History of drawing and art graphics | Drawing for engraving | Aesthetics
| Anatomy | Art publishing1 | Graphics techniques and technology | Theory and 
method of the mass media | Fundamentals of computer science | History of art1 | 
English for artistic communication. 
Year II - Techniques of engraving-art graphics | History of art2 | Art publishing 2
| Anatomy | Pedagogy and didactics of art | Cultural anthropology | Art of
comics | Computer graphics. 
Year III - Photography | History of art3 | Experimental chalcographic techniques | 
Print of art | Art publishing3 | Illustration | Direction | Courses chosen by the student 
| workshops | seminars | internships | Total: 180 credits.

GRAPHIC ARTThree BA Department of Visual Arts
years





courses
Educational objectives
The School of Scenography’s first-level academic diploma aims to train entertainment 
professionals, applying a detailed and thorough course of studies encompassing 
every possible discipline relating to the sector. Creating versatile figures that “work” 
on the different levels of entertainment and, in general, visual communication, calls 
for the acquisition of sound technical, practical and historical-critical skills. Borrowing 
the working methods of theatre, television and film set designers, the course of study 
provides constant practice, spanning the conception of projects to the realization of 
scenes, all the while including the use of traditional and contemporary techniques 
and materials. The course of study provides students with expertise in advanced 
technology, space management and the principles of representation. To this end, 
it harnesses the educational contributions of all disciplines, ranging from lighting 
to costumes, art history to directing, digital techniques to entertainment history. 
Over time, the School has established relationships with theatre organizations in 
order to provide students with the opportunity to gain practical work experience, 
which entail staging elaborate projects in collaboration with the many roles in 
entertainment.

Modules
Year I - Scenography1 | Drawing for design | History of art1 | History of entertainment1| 
Director of photography | Stagecraft | Theory and method of the mass-media | 
Entertainment: culture and practice | Fundamentals of computer science | English 
for artistic communication.
Year II - Scenography2 | History of Art2 | History of the show2 | Stagecraft2 |
Directing | Elements of Architecture and Urban Planning | History of costumes | 
Fashion design.
Year III - Scenography3 | History of art3 | Modelling | Literature and philosophy of 
the theatre | Digital video | Entertainment law and legislation | Courses chosen by 
the student | Workshops | Seminars | Internship | Final examination. 
Total: 180 credits.

SCENOGRAPHYThree BA Department of Design and Applied Arts
years





courses

ARTISTIC DESIGN FOR BUSINESS

Educational objectives
The first-level academic diploma of the School of Artistic Design for Business 
provides the cognitive, critical and planning tools necessary to prepare students 
for the challenges of contemporary design.
In other words, we intend to train professionals that can collaborate with the 
various specialist figures who participate in the creation and innovation of products, 
processes and services, also taking into account the social repercussions and 
environmental impact that can derive from design choices.
The course provides students with the skills and theoretical and technical tools 
required to elaborate and represent projects, to engage in multidisciplinary 
reasoning on complex concepts, to understand historical phenomena and changes 
and to formulate future scenarios.
Through in-depth study on the operational aspects that characterize professional 
activity, students acquire the methodological skills needed to manage the various 
stages of projects in a coherent manner, without neglecting expression and 
functionality. The world of design and production of material goods has undergone 
and continues to undergo far-reaching transformations, constantly reflecting new 
needs, forms of communication and lifestyles. The new designers will take center 
stage in creating the economic, social, political and environmental models of the 
future, taking full part in the debate how living environments, products and cities 
transform.

Modules
Year I - Design1 | History of design | Theory and practice of perspective drawing |
New materials: technology | 3D digital-computer modelling techniques |
Photography | Theory of perception and psychology of form | Pedagogy and 
didactics of art or cultural anthropology or aesthetics | Fundamentals of Cultural 
Marketing | Information technology | English for artistic communication.
Year II - Design2 | History of contemporary art | Modelling | Computer graphics | 
Digital video | Urban design | Decoration | Staging design | Lighting or Direction.
Year III - Design3 | Fashion design or Graphic design | Phenomenology of the 
contemporary arts | Illustration of graphics techniques and technologies | Courses 
chosen by the student | workshops | seminars | internships | Final examination. 
Total: 180 credits. 

Three BA Department of Design and Applied Arts
years





Educational objectives
The second-level Academic Diploma of the School of Painting is oriented towards 
an in-depth experimental type of study and the acquisition of specialized skills. 
Participation in public competitions and interdisciplinary projects provides students 
with a greater understanding of the current dynamics within the art market and of 
critical reflection on contemporary artistic expression.

Modules
Year I - Painting1 | History of contemporary art | Elements of form morphology and 
dynamics | Phenomenology of the image | Digital applications for the arts | Extra-
medial techniques | Phenomenology of contemporary arts.  
Year II - Painting2 | Engraving techniques - art graphics | Digital Photography |
Multimedia installations | Methods and techniques of contemporary religious 
painting | Preparation of exhibition spaces | Courses chosen by the student | 
workshops | seminars | internships. Total: 120 credits.

Biennio PAINTINGTwo BA Department of Visual Arts
years
courses





Educational objectives
The second-level academic diploma of the School of Sculpture aims to enhance 
the skills acquired in sculpture disciplines and to advance knowledge of the 
digital technology used in designing environmental and urban spaces, as well as 
to consolidate traditional means of expression. Particular attention is paid to the 
theoretical-practical aspects of the course concerning methods and techniques 
of contemporary religious sculpture. Other training activities – such as workshops, 
seminars, internships and exhibitions – complete the course of study and foster 
evolution of individual expressive research.

Modules
Year I - Sculpture1 | Elements of form morphology and dynamics | Digital 
photography | Theory of perception and psychology of form | Digital 3D computer 
modelling techniques | Techniques and technologies of marble and stone sculpture
| History of contemporary art.
Year II - Sculpture2 | Phenomenology of the image | Graphic engraving techniques
| Methods and techniques of contemporary religious sculpture | Urban design |
Preparation of exhibition spaces | Courses chosen by the student | workshops |
seminars | internships | Final examination | Total: 120 credits.

SCULPTURETwo BA Department of Visual Arts
years
courses





Educational objectives
The second-level Diploma of the School of contemporary decoration focuses on 
attention to the purely experimental and cultural aspects of artistic work, in its many 
forms. Exhibition projects and participation in public and private art competitions 
are constantly undertaken, being activities that contribute to the students’ 
professional development by providing them with further inspiration for their own 
artistic research and with opportunities to participate in the professional arena and 
enter into contact with the public.

Modules
Year I - Decoration1 | Phenomenology of the image | History of contemporary art 
| Contemporary plastic techniques | Digital Photography | Design | Phenomenology 
of contemporary arts.
Year II - Decoration2 | Elements of form morphology and dynamics | Engraving-
graphic art techniques | Decoration techniques and technologies | Art pedagogy 
and didactics | Urban design | Courses chosen by the student | workshops | seminars
| internships | Final examination | Total: 120 credits.

DECORATIONTwo BA Department of Visual Arts
years
courses





GRAPHIC ART

Educational objectives
The second-level Academic Diploma of the School of Graphic Art focuses on 
advancing knowledge of the contemporary expressive languages that can promote 
entry into the professional artistic world. The program also fosters creative activities 
in various project fields, from specialist publishing to scientific illustration, and from 
videography to screen printing. 

Modules
Year I  -  Art publishing1 | Videography | Media phenomenology | Digital photography
| History of contemporary art | History of printing and publishing | Phenomenology 
of contemporary arts.
Year II  -  Art publishing2 | Scientific illustration | Screen printing | Digital printing 
techniques and technologies | Web design | Anthropology of complex societies | 
Courses chosen by the student | Workshops | seminars | internships | 
Total: 120 credits. 

Two BA Department of Visual Arts
years
courses





SCENOGRAPHY

Educational objectives
I corsi di studio per il conseguimento del Diploma accademico di secondo livello 
della Scuola di Scenografia sono orientati alla formazione specialistica nel campo 
dello spettacolo seguendo metodi e tecniche tendenti alla sperimentazione 
espressiva pluridisciplinare, capace di far emergere progetti scenici di forte valore 
creativo, elaborati grazie al contributo di mezzi innovativi di cui si avvale oggi il 
linguaggio artistico dello scenografo. La messa in scena dei progetti elaborati dagli 
allievi scenografi è ormai prassi consolidata, grazie alla collaborazione attivata tra la 
Scuola e alcuni enti teatrali del territorio.   

Modules
Year I   -  Scenography | Phenomenology of the image | History of contemporary art
| Lighting technology | Direction | History of entertainment| 3-D digital modelling 
techniques. 
Year II  - Scenography for cinema | Set design for television | Direction of photography 
| Costumes for entertainment| Elements of architecture and urban planning| 
Preparation of exhibition spaces | Courses chosen by the student | workshops |
seminars | internships | Final examination. Total: 120 credits.

Two Department of Design and Applied Arts
years
courses





Employment prospects
Painting

Graduates of the School of Painting will be able to carry out professional activities in various fields as artistic self-
employed professionals engaging in visual arts and creative activities. They will also be equipped to collaborate 
in the planning, design and implementation of specific painting interventions, using both traditional and new 
technologies and forms of expression. The first-level diploma also allows students to access public employment, 
the Academy’s specialized two-year course and to the public competitions for teaching in primary and secondary 
schools.

Sculpture

The artistic training in plastic languages provides students with wide-ranging employment prospects, as three-
dimensional visual skills allows for expert knowledge of the relationship between space and the environment 
that proves valuable both for traditional artistic expression and for the use of new technological and performative 
means. Sculptors, by shaping, sculpting and constructing visions, keep the value of the transformed material intact, 
as they create new imaginary or realistic worlds. The first-level diploma in Sculpture, enables access to the work as 
a self-employed professional and public employment alike, as well as the opportunity to enroll in the specialized 
two-year course and to participate in competitions for teaching in primary and secondary schools. 

Decoration

The graduates of the School of Decoration can work as freelancers in various fields, including both the creation 
of visual artwork as well as the design of larger projects. The knowledge of traditional and multimedia artistic 
techniques provided facilitates access to the various creative practices, opening up the possibility of working in 
different areas such as events, fashion and design, where planning and operational skills are needed to meet 
requests by public- and private-sector clients. The first-level diploma also enables access to public employment 
competitions, the second-level courses and participation in competitions for teaching in primary and secondary 
schools.



Graphic Art

Students who have successfully obtained the first-level diploma of the School of Graphic Art will be able to carry 
out professional activities in different fields, both as self-employed professionals in the field of visual arts and 
creative activities, and collaborating in the planning, design and implementation of specific graphics projects, 
using traditional and new technologies and techniques. Graduates will also be able to access public employment 
competitions, second-level courses and competitions for teaching in primary and secondary schools.

Scenography

Graduates of the School of Scenography can carry out professional activities in the various public and private areas 
of theatrical, cinematographic and television scenography, set-ups and costumes. The students who obtain the first-
level diploma will be able to access competitions for public employment, second-level courses and competitions 
for teaching in primary and secondary schools.

Artistic Design for Business

The first-level academic diploma in Artistic Design for Business enables access to competitions for public employment 
and work as a self-employed professional in both public and private areas of design: from professional studios to 
institutions, museums, small- and medium-sized enterprises, as well as larger industries.
Graduates will be able to work as freelance designers or in companies, and engage in projects such as preparing 
spaces, site-specific design, business communication and design supplies.  



Diploma information
FIRST-LEVEL DIPLOMA (DA1)
Duration: three years 
Access requirement:
Final high school diploman (five-year secondary school) 
or a comparable foreign qualification; Passing any access 
tests (only for those who have not obtained a diploma in
artistic studies) aimed at verifying an adequate
initial level of knowledge, according to the procedures 
set out in the Academy’s regulations.
To obtain the first-level Academic Diploma, the student
 must have passed modules for a total of 180 credits. 
The Diploma enables access to competitions for public 
employment in the area of artistic work and to second-
cycle or second-level courses of study.

SECOND-LEVEL DIPLOMA (DA2)
Duration: two years
Prerequisites: First-level diploma; equivalent university 
degree; single-cycle Italian diploma obtained prior to 
the university reform; bachelor’s degree or three-year 
university degree (entailing completion of 180 nominal 
credits).
To obtain the second-level diploma, the student must 
have acquired 120 credits and is aimed at artistic 
specialization and training as a teacher.
Achievement of the 24 credits (CFAs) required to teach
The anthropo-psycho-pedagogical training activities, 
teaching methodologies and technologies (Pedagogy 
and didactics of art - Didactics for museums – Cultural 
anthropology - Theory of perception and psychology of 
the form) included in the courses to obtain the 24 CFA 
mentioned above are also part of the study plans of the 
three-year and two-year academic courses, as electives 
or as modules included in individual study plans, in line 
with the provisions regulating the course of study.

The achievement of the 24 CFA are prerequisites to 
teach classes for which the following competitions 
apply: A-01 (formerly A025 A028) - Art and image in 
lower secondary schools, A-17 (ex A024 A025 A028) - 
Drawing and art history in upper secondary education.
Other competition classes that can be accessed are: 
A-02 (ex A010 D601 D602) - Design of metals, jewelry, 
semi-precious stones and gems, A-03 (ex A006 D607 
D608 D609 D622) – Ceramic design, A-04 (formerly 
A009 D617) - Book design, A-05 (ex A004 D605 D614) 
– Fabric and fashion design, A-06 (formerly A005 D606) 
- Glass design, A-07 (ex A003 D603 D604 D610) - 
Audiovisual Disciplines, A-08 (ex A018 D616 D618) - 
Geometric disciplines, architecture, furniture design and 
scenography, A-09 (ex A008 A021 D611 D615 D619 
D620) - Graphic, pictorial and scenographic disciplines, 
A-10 (ex A007 D612 D613) - Graphic-advertising 
disciplines, A-16 (ex A023 A027) - Artistic drawing and 
dental modelling.
Access to each of these competition classes, however, 
depends on holding other academic qualifications to 
accompany the diploma from the Academy of Fine Arts. 
These are usually qualifications such as:
A secondary school diploma in applied art, a diploma as 
master of art, or technical-professional diplomas. These 
qualifications must be obtained in an area that is similar 
to that of the competition the candidates wish to access.
Pursuant to current legislation (Legislative Decree n. 
59 of 13 April 2017 and art. 3 of Ministerial Decree 
no. 616/2017) for participation in the competitions, 
the candidate must produce a certificate proving the 
attaiment of the 24 CFA, issued exclusively by the 
institution where these have been acquired.
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